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The repertoire files of the late Dr. Barbara Doscher, in which she noted her tips, observations on each particular piece, and notes on how to
best teach it, comprise a unique trove of wisdom unmatched by any other source. Laboriously transcribed and annotated by John Nix, one of
Doscher's students, the notes are presented here as a companion volume to her best-selling text, The Functional Unity of the Singing Voice.
Entries are divided by broad category (art song, arias, folk songs, oratorio, musicals, etc.) and are arranged by song title. Each entry includes
author, poet or librettist, key(s) available, ranges (for each key), tessitura, difficulty level, voice types, comments, a summary of the text, and
notes as to genre, language, and editions available. Five comprehensive indexes facilitate searching. As a guide to selecting vocal repertoire,
this book's practical and sometimes colorful comments on each song or aria will assist the vocal instructor in matching the student's ability
and range to the appropriate piece. This distillation of Barbara Doscher's many years of experience in the teaching studio is a necessary
addition to any vocal instructor's collection, as well as a valuable resource for the individual singer.
"Works to be included must be for full chorus and orchestra, containing some English text, and composed between 1900 and 1972"--Introd.
Choral

Choral-Orchestral Repertoire: A Conductor's Guide offers an expansive compilation of choral orchestral works from 1600 to the
present. Synthesizing Jonathan Green’s earlier six volumes on this repertoire, this edition updates and adds to the over 750
oratorios, cantatas, choral symphonies, masses, secular works for large and small ensembles, and numerous settings of liturgical
and biblical texts for a wide variety of vocal and instrumental combinations. Each entry includes a brief biographical sketch of the
composer, approximate duration, text sources, performing forces, currently available editions, and locations of manuscript
materials, as well as descriptive commentary, discography, and bibliography. Unique to this edition are practitioner’s evaluations
of the performance issues presented in each score. These include the range, tessitura, and nature of each solo role, and a
determination of the difficulty of the choral and orchestral portions of each composition. There is also a description of the specific
challenges, staffing, and rehearsal expectations related to the performance of each work. Choral-Orchestral Repertoire: A
Conductor's Guide is an essential resource for conductors and students of conducting as they search for repertoire appropriate to
their needs and the abilities of their ensembles.
A cumulative list of works represented by Library of Congress printed cards.
The bibliography lists nearly 5,000 compositions by 200 composers of jazz and "art" music, indicating where scores or realizations
can be purchased, rented, or borrowed, and which Boston area libraries have them in their collections.
Giochino Rossini: A Research and Information Guide is designed as a tool for those beginning to study the life and works of
Gioachino Rossini as well as for those who wish to explore beyond the established biographies and commentaries. The first
edition was published in 2001, and represented a survey of some 878 publications relating to the composer’s life and works. The
second edition is revised and updated to include the more than 150 books and articles written in the field of Rossini studies since
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then. Contents range from sources published in the early decades of the nineteenth century to works currently in progress.
General subject areas include Rossini's biography, historical and analytical studies of his operatic and non-operatic compositions,
his personal and professional associations, and the reassessment of his role in the development of nineteenth-century music.
This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates University of California Press's mission to seek out and
cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes highquality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1988.
Nineteenth-Century Choral Music is an in-depth examination of the rich repertoire of choral music and the cultural phenomenon of choral
music making throughout the period. The book is divided into three main sections. The first details the attraction to choral singing and the
ways it was linked to different parts of society, and to the role of choral voices in the two principal large-scale genres of the period: the
symphony and opera. A second section highlights ten choral-orchestral masterworks that are a central part of the repertoire. The final section
presents overview and focus chapters covering composers, repertoire (both small and larger works), and performance life in an historical
context from over a dozen regions of the world: Britain and Ireland, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Latin America, the
Philippines, Poland, Russia, Scandinavia and Finland, Spain, and the United States. This diverse collection of essays brings together the
work of 25 authors, many of whom have devoted much of their scholarly lives to the composers and music discussed, giving the reader a
lively and unique perspective on this significant part of nineteenth-century musical life.
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